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A bstract : Interacting models o f  n | chiral bosons and gauge bosons in two dimensions 
ore considered. The constraint structures are analysed and the physical spectra determined for 
two regularizations which lead to Lorentz invariant theories. The gauge bosons become massive 
in both cases. The number o f  unconfined chiral bosons is nj o r n i-n ?  depending on the 
regularization*
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1. Introduction
A massless fermion field in two dimensional space time can be expressed in terms of a 
massless bosonic field. If one considers a chiral fermion, the equivalent is what is called a 
chiral boson. Chiral bosons have been widely investigated in recent years [1-6]. One of the 
most peculiar features of these fields is that the theory has to be described by a lagrangian 
density which is not manifestly Lorentz invariant unless auxiliary fields are introduced [2]. 
A consequence is that the introduction ot gauge coupling is not straightforward. Three types 
of interactions have been proposed in the literature 13,5], But one of these has turned out to 
be unacceptable [4,6], so that there are two known ways of introducing a gauge coupling. 
These give rise to field theoretic models involving a chiral boson coupled to a gauge boson. 
In the present paper, generalizations to several chiral bosons and several gauge bosons are 
worked out.
The first way of introducing a gauge coupling for chiral bosons comes from the two 
dimensional chiral Schwinger model [7], as formulated in terms of a chiral boson [8]. This 
model has the lagrangian density
£-0 -  ( 0 - 0 ' W '  + 2 ^ ' ( A 0 -i4 ,)  -  j e 2 (Ao - A t )2
+ j a e 2 [a£ -A ? )  + 2^01 * ^
nos. « fknr 1 a
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where e is the coupling and a is the regularization parameter. The spectrum of the theory 
contains a chiral boson and a massive boson, i.e. the gauge boson acquires mass. An 
alternative regularization of formally the same model yields the lagrangian density [5].
A' = ($-</>')</>' + -  2e2A* + (2)
which gives the second way of introducing a gauge coupling. Unlike the lagrangian (1) 
there is no explicit regularization parameter in (2), so this one corresponds to a single 
isolated model whereas the earlier one corresponds to a class of models. The difference in 
the two lies only in terms involving the gauge field arising from regularization. The 
spectrum of the second model contains only a massive bosoif, so that the chiral boson or the 
Weyl boson is confined.
2. Generalizations of interacting model-1
\
As mentioned above we shall consider generalizations of the^c models with several chiral 
bosons and several gauge fields. The continuous class of models (1) is generalized to
*jl = + 2*ax K t t - * f )  -  X2 m « A a “ - a “
(3)
Here a takes the values 1 ,2 , p  lake the values 1,2....... n2, Ma^ = ea a and N
is a symmetric matrix which is assumed to commute with M ap. To analyse the model, we 
let S be the orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes the symmetric matrices M and N :
(STMS)afi = d«Safi' (STNS)ap = aadaSaP ( « "Ol Summed),
where da and a„da are the (non-negative) eigenvalues of M and N. We use the 
transformation S to construct
A a  _ c a P (4a)
“ S p a e P a ’ (4b)
The lagrangian (3) can be written in terms of the transformed fields as 
i>ir = + 2 - e ^ A g - A ? ) * :  -
a
+ isv a((\“)2 - (k )2 ) + i w.- <5>
We shall drop the tildes for convenience. The* canonical momenta corresponding to (f>a, A* 
and A“ are respectively
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*- =
*n =
Ka = Fan l r 0l ’
(6a)
(6b)
(6c)
The first two sets among these are primary constraints. The canonical Hamiltonian is found 
to be
h ' = f * [ ? * ? * ?  + + { K f  -  2*oix k o - < )
+ lI«a^(K“)2- K°)2)l = I  AM  ' (7)
a a v
The primary constraints have to be preserved in time, and this leads to the secondary 
constraint
+ + 4 . K - I M ?  + A “] = °- (8)
The three sets of constraints (6a), (6b) and (8) arc second class if it is assumed that each aa 
differs from unity and each du differs from zero. They may be used to solve for 7T(i, nfi and 
A“ in terms of the other fields. The Dirac brackets between these fields arc canonical 
except in the case of :
{<>„(*>• = -  {<5(,,,£(a - v).
The Hamiltonian rewritten in terms of the fields <pa, A“ and rr" becomes
(9)
H] = jd x +
I
2 U i- \)d „ ‘l /a, da«>a - \ )—  r iaV  O  '
+ + 2v/„h0>,; +
Jt:aAf
+  2 -
d„aa « (Ab ,2
( « „ - i )  K - 1 )
= jdx>
K K
( 10)
where
2(«a - l )
__ p a
v  — V  au n,i vub -  Z* a I • 
a «
The equations of motion arising from this Hamiltonian (10) can be simplified by
introducing
a, -  e<>^ « 
j3T’
<>A =  TA atr
(Ha)
(lib)
69A<Ak.ft
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Here, TA„ satisfies the conditions : TAaem  = 0 for each a ,  TAaTB u SAB. The number of 
allowed values o f A is obviously W| -ttj. One finds the equations
(12a)
:A> + i , , 1 , \ n 'ta (1 2 b )
II
<j> =
“a
+ *
- l + °  +
A" = n “ n"
da(“a
K  = -
<■
( « « - »
-  2 - £ ___________ !___A'a
"I (ft _ ^gag !.«
m  c
(1 2 c )
(12d)
The last three sets of equations can he easily solved in ter i of the free fields ha and <7U 
which satisfy \
K  = C \
□ d a
2 \
K  = a « “  lla
A" ' ~  «77<T
o„ = o.
-  <  + *+*«]■
(13a)
(13b)
(1 3 c )
( 1 3 d )
a d „
Thus, there are n7 massive bosons with masses J  n- -* , and n. chiral bosons of which tu
_  r ' « _1
me the h(x and the remaining n ( - n2 arc the </>A .
It is interesting that the spectrum is rclativisiically invariant though the lagrangian 
itself is not Lorenu invariant. The Poincare algebra is easily checked as follows. The 
reduced Hamiltonian has already been given in (10). The canonical momentum is
p' = + + « ] •  <l4)
Introduction of the constraints reduces this to
Pi = j d * [ < 0 2 *  < * , '“ ]■ <15)
The canonical boost generator
M'  =  J < £ r [ j t K  1 +  jr“ A “  +  n "A “] + tp1 ( 1 6 )
similarly reduces to
Ml = tp\ + Jdx rx  } -  n a -  1
(1 7 )
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Straightforward calculation shows that
{ < ./> :} * =  - h i , 
h ' S  = - K -
08a)
08b)
Using Dirac brackets the Lorenlz transformations on the fields arc found to be as 
follows:
{A“ , Ml}'
{*r.
[ r ,
=  xA “  +  rA ,'“
= x k “ + tn\a 
= x4>“ + r0'“
—  A f -------2e°‘'
1
oT^T i ■
eaa Afa
(19a)
(19b)
(19c)
As the theory is Lorentz-invarianl, one can write a Lorenlz invariant lagrangian
density [4] for the above lagrangian (5) as 
>
r i  = -  i o ‘ j +
For convenience, we shall drop the tildes. This lagrangian involves one auxiliary field A. 
The canonical momenta conjugate to the Fields A(* and A are respectively
*. = (■+*>♦« -  + o + a )« „ k o (21a)
II 2
p (21b)
II o (21c)
II o (2 Id)
The Hamiltonian density is found to be
«,-i _ * 2 + (< > 2 . *«[A^ - (i+A)g«nKn - >tr) ]  A ( < )
*  = 2(1 + k )  + l + A 2
+ n \‘\ a -  ea a ^a {^0 ~ ^l) + 2 ^ a^ °  ~ ^  ) ~ 2 ° “^“
x { l * s f  -  ( v ) 1)  * « + ».*«■ (22)
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where vo and vi are velocities not yet determined. The conservation of the primary 
constraints (21c) and (21d) lead to the following two secondary constraints
+ + 0  + </0((fla - 1) i4o° + A“ ) = ° .  (23a)
n -  0 ' = 0.tl ~il (23b)
The constraint (21c) is fixed for all times by fixing the velocity v“ The constraint (2Id) 
remains first class. This means V\ is undetermined. One gauge condition is to be chosen to 
make the constraint (2Id) second class. A suitable choice is
A -  constant,
which yields
(24a)
V| = 0. (24b)
On insertion of (23b), (24b) in (22), the auxiliary field A drops out. The constraints (21c). 
(23a) and (23b) are equivalent to the set of constraints (6a), \6b) and (8). In the reduced 
phase space described by (0^,, na)t (A“ , 7T,a ) and (A®, 7r“ ) me Hamiltonian density 1 
is found to be equal to the Hamiltonian density in (7).
3. Generalizations of interacting model-2
Next we consider the generalization of the isolated model (2), described by the lagrangian 
density #
S'2 = (*U- * X  + I 'a u O 'M S - K )  -  + y W .  (25)
As before, Map = By carrying out the same transformation (4a) and (4b) as before,
wc can diagonalize M. Thus, it is sufficient to consider the lagrangian density
*,2r = ( t - O * '  + 2 -  2daA°A?  + ± F “ F“ . (26)
The canonical momenta corresponding to 0u, Afj, A® are respectively
K = 0 ' ,a t a * (27a)
©11kc
—
(27b)
and Ka _ pa / l \ r o r (27c)
The two constraints (27a) and (27b) are exactly the same as before. The canonical 
Hamiltonian is
H2 = J <**[!*“ * “ + + ( O 2 -
+ 2 daA?A°\ = f d x tf (28)
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The requirement that the primary constraints remain unaltered in time, leads to two 
sets of secondary constraints
+ 2 ‘ aa<  = 0.
4 *  + 4 “ -  o.
(29a)
(29b)
Using the four sets of constraints which are second class, it is possible to eliminate A g , 
tt“ , and Jta . The Dirac brackets between the remaining variables are
{ ^ “ (•<). 0„(y)} = -  j j f - S i x - y ) ,
ua
{/*“ (*), A“ (y)}* = - J L - 8 ' ( x - y ) ,
{*«(*)• ^ (> )}  = - i z ^ e i x - y ) .
where
4 '
"'ah ~ vah ^^ aa^ ah ‘
(30a)
(30b)
(30c)
The Hamiltonian, rewritten using the constraints, is
H) = \ d * [ K K  +  2ea o K K  +  2da A? A?  +  2UulA  
=
where Uah =
The equations of motion produced by this Hamiltonian are*
f t  =  f t  +  2 e aaA \ •
= - 4 , '“ -  2 ^ .
Once again, we introduce and </>A to obtain the equations
f t  - ft.
(□  + 4</a )A“ = ( □  + 4 d „ ) f t  = 0.
(31)
(32a)
(32b)
(33a)
(33b)
The constitute /i,-n2 chiral bosons while A“ and f t  are combinations of «2 
massive boson fields and their momenta.
The spectrum is Lorent-invariant again though (26) is not. This model also satisfies 
usual Poincar6 algebra. The canonical momentum and the boost generator are given by
P2 = \ d x \ x j ' a + K K  + *0 ^ 0  ]. (34)
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M 2 = jdx[xM ' + + * “ /»“ ] + tP2 (35)
On introducing the constraints, the two reduce to the following :
pr = M < 0 2 + K K a \  (36)
M j = tPr + J dx [rH }  -  < / ) ,“ ]. (37)
A straightforward calculation shows that M} is conserved and generates the correct 
transformation on P2r and H 2r i.e.
= | (38a)
{Mr2, « r2}*= - P f2. \  (38b)
The Lo'rentz transformation for the fields are given by \
{a ° , M ;}’ = xA“ + tA[a -  A“ , (39a)
{*". M 2,}"  = x0u + (39b)
Here also we can get a Lorenlz invariant lagrangiap density [6J which is equivalent to the 
lagrangian density (29):
Xh  = -  ( O 2) + XaaUa + O f a - A ? )  +
+rf.((^a)a + M ) + -  < + t - f a - * ? ) ) 2
+ + 2 p e „ ,A j • (40)
Here, instead of one auxiliary field as in lagrangian (20), two auxiliary fields are present. 
The canonical momenta are
= <!+*>♦. -  + o + a * „ k b - 4 * ) .
<  = (l+P)^o“l + 2P*«A -
= °>
= ° ’
= o.
(41a) 
(41b) 
(41c) 
(4 Id)
(41c)
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The Hamiltonian density is found to be
'.2 = 3ta +( Q 7' ~ n + A )gat|(M0 -A ,)] ( < ) 2
2(1 + A) \ + X 2
+ + f v * o - V 2 -  d« ( K ) 2 - K ) 2)
. ( < ) 2 . < [ d + p K tt -  I p e ^ r ]  2pda
2(1 + p) (l + p) l+ p  (Va)
+ «  + W\*X + W2np' <42>
where w0, w)f vv2 are the three velocities corresponding to the three primary constraints 
(41c), (4Id) and (41 e). For conservation of the primary constraints, the following three 
constraints appear:
+ em,(*»+ 0  + da (AS + K  ) = (43a)
n -  </>' = 0, (43b)il
K  + 2el t  = (43c)
Out of these six constraints, two ((41 d) and (4le)), are first class and the rest are second 
class. For the two first class constraints, two gauge conditions have to be chosen. With the 
choice A = constant and p  = constant, the velocities are determined to be
w2 = 0 = wv (44)
The eqs. (43a), (43b) and (44) make the Hamiltonian free front auxiliary fields. Here 
also the set of constraints (41c), (43a), (43b) aid (43c) arc equivalent to the set (27a), (27b), 
(29a) and (29b) and in the reduced phase space described by (0d, 7ta), 04“, tt“) and (/4“ /ijp, 
the Hamiltonian density fH 2 is found to be identical to the Hamiltonian density in (28) of 
the Lorentz-noninvariant formalism.
4. Conclusions
The number of massive gauge bosons is the same in the two cases, but the number of chiral 
bosons left in the spectrum is different. Whereas in the first case all chiral bosons remain in 
the spectrum, in the second case some are confined, and all can be confined by choosing
n\ s  n2•
One of the most remarkable features of these models is the dependence of the extent 
of confinement on the regularization. It would be interesting to identify similar phenomena 
in four dimensions. In practical high energy physics, the problem of giving masses to gauge 
bosons is a real one. Although chiral bosons do not exist in four dimensions, it is worth 
trying to Find out models where some analogues of chiral bosons give masses to gauge 
bosons and disappear from the spectrum in the process, i.e. are completely eaten up.
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